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Abstract

Application

• Functions of modern electric multi-rotor aircraft are
restricted by battery capacity
• Multi-Rotor aircraft have high power consumption,
flight time is limited to under 30 minutes
• Solution to battery life is adding power to aircraft
while in flight
• Best method of wireless power transmission over
distance is laser power captured by photo-voltaic
cells
• Laser transmission is inefficient in energy transfer;
but low power consumption UAV and low cost of
grid energy compensates
• Proposed solution is UAV fitted with a self-aligning
cell array that can orient itself incident to an
automatic tracking laser system
• With an adequate laser and efficient PV cell, a UAV
can achieve perpetual flight

Military:
• Indefinite close range surveillance
• Areas where other forms of surveillance methods prove
too risky or expensive
• Relatively cheap surveillance drone
• If lost or damaged, size and simple design makes them
easy to replace.
Civil:
• Civil firms use drones for surveillance work and
construction inspection
• Full survey can take days from swapping of batteries
• Significantly shorten survey work, allow for continual
construction site surveillance
Emergency Services:
• Use in natural disasters or rescue situations to assist
emergency workers
• Effectiveness relies heavily on the time in the air
• Time lost to battery replacement crucial when people
are in danger

Scope
• Project focuses on feasibility report of a UAV
powered remotely
• Preliminary systems and 3D models design
• Two-axis auto-targeting PV array
• Use of less precise GPS data as slight deviation of
normal vector gives negligible energy loss

Conceptual Visualization

Lightweight Targeting Array used to test systems

Targeting System
• Targeting controls first applied to an Arduino
• Re-application to the Pixhawk system is under
current development, planned to be finished by
the end of April

Results
• Possible to support low altitude electric powered
UAV through power beaming
• Total efficiency of a system, at distance of 500
meters, is up to 13% percent
• Efficiency is a measure of outlet power to power
captured by the photovoltaic cells
• Use of a 10kW laser would provide enough power to
safely operate a 300W
• A 300W drone is the average size for recreation use
camera drones
• Feasibility is limited by the cost of laser system
• VMJ photovoltaic cells are relatively affordable, but
laser needed to output 10kW is restrictively
expensive
• Full report will be available when the final
implementation of targeting software is implemented
into the Pixhawk system

Optimized cell configuration through mating of Matlab
and CATIA software. Variable with Watt usage.

